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Quebec reforms: necessary or overkill?
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he health care system in
2017 — by increasing access
Quebec is undergoing an
because every patient is differoverhaul. Two sweeping
ent and their needs vary.
pieces of legislation, Bill 10
His blunt analysis has
and Bill 20, have created so
raised eyebrows. Antonia
much controversy that the proMaioni, a professor at the Insticess is being called a bulldozer
tute for Health and Social Polreform by physicians who fear
icy at McGill University in
it will upset their practices and
Montréal, says the reform is
affect their ability to provide
well-intentioned but that this
quality care.
huge endeavour “is trying to
Physicians say the proposed
import or graft on to the syschanges will also be cumbertem principles and policies that
some and force them to give
work in other contexts that will
up research and teaching in Proposed health care reforms will apply patient quotas and not necessarily translate well in
mandate work in public institutions.
order to meet patient quotas. A
a fee-for-service system in primathematical question will
gamates the boards of 182 medical
mary care.”
enter doctors’ minds when considering
establishments — from hospitals to
The real concern for physicians,
taking on a research project, says Dr.
rehab centres — into 33 superagencies.
says Maoini, is that they work in a sysMaxine Dumas-Pilon, president of the
These superagencies will have an overtem where they’re supposed to be
Collège québécois des médecins de
sight role on how doctors manage their
autonomous. They are not employees
famille. That question is: “How many
hours. About 1300 full-time administraof the state, but organizational changes
patients does that count for?” she says.
tors will be let go.
may open the door to more of an
Bill 20 (CMAJ 2015;187:20) is now
For Claude E. Forget, a former Libencroachment on physician autonomy
going through Quebec’s National Assemeral Quebec minister of health, the Barfrom the ministry of health and the
bly, although a majority government in
rette reform is long overdue. A year ago,
minister himself.
power practically assures passage. To
he diagnosed Quebec’s health care sys“The issue of autonomy is really the
increase access to family doctors, the bill
tem as near the tipping point. In a report
line in the sand for doctors right across
will require family doctors to work at least
he authored for the C.D. Howe Institute,
Canada.”
12 hours a week in the public system and
Forget wrote that everything had been
Dumas-Pilon agrees. Barrette’s mestake on as many as 1512 patients or face a
tried in Quebec to overhaul the health
sage to family doctors is that if they’re
penalty of up to 30% of their income.
care system but that the result was medinot able to organize themselves, “we’ll
The number of patients assigned to a
ocre. He noted that compared with most
tell them what to do.”
family doctor will depend on seniority
developed countries, Quebec doctors had
She says the two bills were pushed
and years of practice. According to prethe shortest work week, averaging 34.9
through without any consultation and
liminary tables, a family doctor with
hours a week; Ontario doctors average
without looking at initiatives that were
5–14 years of practice, for example, will
43 hours. In addition, access to health
already underway. Bill 20 will undo
have to take on 1008 patients. But that
care in Quebec is dismal, he wrote.
some of the recent efforts to raise the
number falls to 828 if that doctor teaches
Although he says Barrette’s style is a
profile of family doctors, she says, but
six hours a week in a medical school for
bit abrasive, Forget agrees with his
the main concern is that it addresses only
30 weeks a year. Family doctors with
approach because the current situation is
access to health care, focussing on the
25–34 years of experience will be
not sustainable. The more the governproductivity of doctors instead of the
expected to take on 1512 patients but are
ment increases doctors’ wages, the more
total care of the patient.
not required to put in 12 hours a week in
time they take off for leisure activities, he
It’s not true that everything has been
hospitals. Consultants will have to be
notes. Forget says doctors are well-paid,
tried and doesn’t work, she says, sugmore available and respond to 75% of
averaging more than $200 000 a year.
gesting that financial incentives for docreferrals in hospital emergency units
The inclination to work less is not unreators over the past decade have improved
within a four-hour period or face finansonable, he says. But that kind of revenue
care for patients who are older or have
cial penalties.
comes with conditions.
chronic conditions. — Huguette Young,
Recently, Minister of Health and
Nevertheless, Forget says it’s “an illuOttawa, Ont.
Social Services Dr. Gaétan Barrette
sion” to think Quebec can save a lot of
pushed through Bill 10, which amalmoney — a projected $220 million by
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